Private LTE broadband
changes the game for utilities.
The electric utility business is fundamentally more complex today than it was even five
years ago: once primarily the supplier of centrally-produced power, the utility is now the
master orchestrator of a multitude of distributed energy resources. Enabling the modern
grid requires a solid foundation of certain strategic technologies, including private
wireless broadband communications.
Utilities rely upon data from devices throughout their systems to maintain reliable
customer service and ensure the security and efficiency of operations. According to

Utility-grade broadband
requires private networks.

Navigant Research, electric utilities will increase the number of connected data-creating
devices by a factor of eight in the next decade, and the amount of data each device
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But mission-critical applications require greater
security, reliability, and guaranteed speed (lower
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latency) than commercial carriers provide.
Commercial networks offer “best efforts” service;
utility networks must be hardened to prevent
compromise by human actors and natural
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Navigant Research explains that though utilities have deployed a variety of wireless
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limited purpose networks—and the staff to support them—will become impossible to
justify,” and “reliance upon a vast array of incompatible networks… is inefficient and will
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Wireless broadband networks require spectrum,
infrastructure, and technology.
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Not all spectrum is the same, however: the characteristics of the radio wave itself can
affect the amount of infrastructure the network needs (tower density), and the usage
requirements imposed by regulators (whether it is licensed only to the network operator
or available to any/all users, like most WiFi systems) can determine its availability for
critical communications during an emergency. Networks using spectrum below 1GHz
require fewer towers than those using higher-band spectrum because low-band signals
can better travel long distances and penetrate walls and foliage. Additionally, exclusive
licensed spectrum provides legal access to the spectrum’s full capacity, free from
competing uses. The 900 MHz band is licensed spectrum—and the federal government
approved it for broadband use nationwide.
The network’s ability to meet a utility’s performance requirements is determined by
the technology embedded in the network infrastructure that makes use of the spectrum.
For example, the time required for sensor data to reach a control system on the grid
(latency) can make the difference between successful mitigation and a catastrophic
event. Among mature mobile wireless broadband technologies, the most advanced—
and the one that supports the lowest latency—is LTE, the same technology already
proven in critical infrastructure deployments worldwide. LTE brings with it a range of
other important benefits, including a vast ecosystem of products already available for use
in the 900 MHz band, scalability, and a roadmap for ongoing technical evolution. Choice
of spectrum will affect a utility’s ability to take advantage of these many benefits of LTE.

Utilities must prioritize the communications platform
as the critical strategic asset it has become.
In the past, utilities treated communications networks as a necessary cost of doing
business. Those days are gone. The inexorable march of utility modernization
necessitates a communications network that is a foundational element in providing safe
and reliable service to customers, today and in the future. As an increasingly complex
grid relies ever more upon data, the communications network becomes one of the
utility’s primary strategic assets.
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